Pratoni Del Vivaro
CCIO4*S Test Event

Efforts: 37
Opt. Time: 6m 14s
Distance: 3550 m
Time Limit: 12m 28s
Speed: 570 m/min

1 Welcome to Pratoni
2 Rome 1960 Water Trough
3 Shepherd's Hut
4 Strzegom Triplebar
5 Hay Rack
6 The Well
7ABC Panoramic Corners
8 The Kennel
9 Oxer
10 Log
11ABC The Tombarello
12 Stonewall Gate
13 Prelude
14ABC The Swan Lake
15 Moles Tunnel
16 The Stick Pile
17 Log on Ditch
18 Belvedere
19AB Water Coaster
20 The Barn
21 Roll Back
22 Giant's Table
23 The Tree Corner
24 Picnic Table
25 First Open Oxer
26 Second Open Oxer
27ABC Runaway Horses
28 See you in September!